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1. INTRODUCTION

Neutron borehole logging probes were pioneered in the USA by the

oil industry during the 1940s and 1950s. The main technical problems

that required solution were the detection .of rock zones containing

hydrogenous fluids, and also how to distinguish between the fluids -

the water, petroleum, and gaseous hydrocarbons [Caldwell 1968]. Al-

though many of the principles governing the design of the probes used by

the mining industry today were established many years ago by the oil

industry [Tittle et al. 1951], the mining industry requires probes of

specialised design because -both the applications and the lithology are

often different to those of the oil industry.

1.1 Typical Configuration of Neutron Probes

The probe configuration, as shown in figure 1, consists of a neutron

source located at one end of the probe, and one or more radiation detec-

tors separated from the source by a space which provides the detectors

Ccntroltscr
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Armoured
cable

FIGURE 1

NEUTRON CAPTURE GAMMA-RAY PROBE.
(Not shown: 10B coating of scintillator.)

Silicone rubber shock mounting around
scintillator may carry 6Li as Li2C03

when epithermal neutron counting is required.

with shielding against direct radiation from the source. The shielding

space is either totally or partly occupied by a dense shielding material,

e.g. Pb, Bi or a tungsten alloy, to attenuate the ŷ ays emitted by the

source. Depending on use of the probe, the shielding space varies in

length from 10 to 200 cm, although the total length of metallic shield-

ing rarely exceeds 20 cm.

The diameter of the probes also varies (from 4 to 10 cm), depending

on the size of drill hole and also on the borehole logging application.

Most diamond-core drill holes (5-7 cm dia.) accommodate only the narrow-

est probes, whereas the bulkier probes designed for either high efficiency

or spectrometry may be used in percussion or rotary drilled borenoles.
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1.2 Neutron Sources for Borehole Probes

The radiation sources most commonly used for borehole probes are

radioisotopic. They are usually preferred to sealed tube neutron gen-

erators because of their relative cheapness, compactness, and ease of

operation.

(a) The most suitable sources for moisture measurements emit a

large proportion of high energy neutrons, e.g. 21f*Am-Be.

However, slower neutrons (e.g. from 252Cf) are suitable for

logging work based on detecting j-rays emitted via processes

of neutron capture and neutron activation.

(b) The sealed (D-T) neutron tube, used in conjunction with a high

voltage generator built into the probe, has wide application

in the oil industry. The reasons for its wide acceptance are

that it can be operated in a pulsed mode and that the mono-

energetic (14 MeV) neutrons it emits are very penetrating.

Apart from its high cost, an important disadvantage of

using this source is that the target (the area emitting the

neutrons) is located at least 20 cm from the end of the tube.

The sources must therefore be operated at much higher output

rates than radioisotopic sources to produce the same count

rate at the detectors. Radioisotopic sources are physically

very compact and may abut the metal shield if desired.

1.3 The Detectors Used in Logging Probes

For neutron counting, two 3He-Kr filled detectors equip the probe

for neutron counting. One detector is shielded with a cadmium sleeve

and counts only epithermal neutrons. The other unshielded detector

counts all incident neutrons. If the detectors are appropriately

matched, both the thermal and epithermal neutron count rates may be4

obtained. Boron trifluoride proportional detectors are, in practice,

less efficient for epithermal neutron detection because of limitations

to operable gas-filling pressures.

• The most common j-ray detectors for neutron probes are Nal(Tl)

scintillation detectors which have high efficiency and also sufficiently

good energy resolution for most logging applications. However, if

excellent energy resolution is required, high purity germanium detectors

built into cryostats are available for borehole logging. The cooling is

provided by prefreezing the propane-Freon mixture in the cryostat with

liquid nitrogen before logging. Cryostats of this type commonly retain
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their cooling capability for up to seven hours before refreezing is

necessary [Tanner et al. 1972], i.e. long enough for a day's logging.

1.4 Notations for the Different Neutron Logging Probes

Because different applications of logging with neutron probes

require a variety of detectors, sources and techniques, shorthand

notations are introduced below to denote the different probe configur-

ations. The same notations are also commonly used in die relevant

scientific and engineering literature.

Source Radiation Detected Radiation

Neutrons

epithermal neutrons

thermal neutrons

inelastic gamma-rays

capture gamma-rays

activation gamma-rays

Notation

n-n .epi

n-y

n-act

Each of the above types may have specialised configurations. Two

examples of specialised configurations with applications relevant to

this lecture are the sidewall neutron probe (SNP), and the dual thermal

or compensated neutron logging (CNL) probe.

1.5 The Various Applications of Neutron Probes

There are three main applications for probes equipped with neutron

sources. These are:

(a) the measurement of rock porosity;

(b) the determination of lithology; and

(c) the measurement of the chemical concentrations of sel-

ected constituents.

Rock porosity and overall lithological logging are the most commer-

cially developed techniques because of their relevance to the oil industry.

This industry has been far more vigorous than the mining industry in

developing and using this approach to mineral exploration. The deter-

mination of concentration of chemical constituents is a less tractable

problem than the other two, and is probably of greater interest to the

mining industry than the oil industry.

2. POROSITY MEASUREMENTS

Porosity is defined as the percentage of the volume of a rock that

is occupied by voids.
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2.1 The Physical Basis for Neutron Porosity Logging

In dry rocks, porosity can be measured as effectively with gamma-

gamma probes as neutron probes. Under this condition, both techniques

depend solely on the fact that changes of porosity cause commensurate

changes of density. In both cases, a basic assumption is that the grain

density of the rock matrix is constant.

Below the water table, however, specially designed neutron porosity

probes have a response predominantly governed by the hydrogen concentration.

Grain density changes then take secondary importance [Hearst 1974] . One

important requirement for reliable measurement, however, is that the rock

pores are totally occupied by hydrogenous fluid [Czubek 1969]. The design

criteria for operating neutron porosity probes below the water table are

discussed below.

The physical processes underlying the operation of neutron porosity

probes are the collisions between fast neutrons and the nuclei of rocks

and mineral ores: Collisions with hydrogen nuclei result in a rapid

slowing down of the neutrons through high and epithermal energies to

thermal energies; the neutrons are then easily captured by nuclei, and

y-rays released immediately after neutron capture.

The epithermal and thermal neutron probes respond only to the

neutron scattering processes. The n-y probe responds to the emission of

y-rays accompanying the capture event. The advantages of using Y~raY

detection are high efficiency and the ability to discriminate against

irrelevant chemical components of the rock matrix. The capture Y~*ays

are emitted with energies that are characteristic of the constituent

elements. Since hydrogen is the element of interest in porosity measure-

ments, some selection for this element is possible by accepting only

those events registered in a narrow energy window established around the

hydrogen capture Y~ray line a?- 2.23 MeV. If desired, even better dis-

crimination is possible by eliminating the spectral continuum from the

signal.

The behaviour of all neutron probes in response to variations of

porosity (i.e. moisture) is primarily governed by the relationship

between the source-detector configuration and the migration length, M,

for a particular radiation being detected within a matrix.

The migration length

The detection event of a particular radiation quantum completes a

history of radiation scattering events that begin with the emission of a
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neutron from the radiation source. The particular radiations that are

relevant to neutron logging are epithermal neutrons, thermal neutrons

and capture y-xays. Without an intervening detection event, a neutron

or photon quantum existing at any moment in the sequence of scattering

interactions would eventually change into the succeeding form of radi-

ation until, finally, the y-ray emitted with the capture of the thermal-

ised neutron is absorbed in the rock matrix. Capture of neutrons also

occurs at energies above thermal, but this can be disregarded because of

the relatively low probability.

In this context, the migration length for each type of radiation is

related to the mean displacement from the emitting source to those

coordinates in space where the radiations cease to exist in the form

required for detection. For example, if epithermal neutrons have become

thermalised in collision processes, then their existence is no longer of

consequence for a detector of epithermal neutrons.

The transport parameters that individually contribute to the mi-

gration length during each successive stage of scattering are the slow-

ing down length of fast neutrons, L , the diffusion length of thermal

neutrons, L,, and the attenuation coefficient of y-rays, y. The relation-

ships between migration length and the detailed transport parameters are

summarised below:

Detected Radiation Migration Length, M

epithermal neutrons M = Ls

thermal neutrons M = /L 2 + L 2
. s d

gamma-rays M = /L 2 + L-2 + 1/yz

Variation of radiation flux with porosity

and source-detector spacing

Because moisture content of the rock affects L and L,, and hences a
the migration length, the neutron flux distribution must also be greatly

affected. Figure 2 shows that as the water content of the rock increases,

the radiation flux near the source increases. However, the rate at

which the flux declines with increasing distance from the source r

decreases too. At intermediate distances from the source, a crossover

zone of radiation fluxes exists in which the neutron flux is hardly

affected by changes of the rock's water content. Figure 3 shows this in
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FIGURE 2

FT.UX OF CAPTATIONS DETECTED BY NEUTRON PROBES
(in units of quanta cm"2 s~1)

AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE FROM SOURCE.
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another way, illustrating the relationship between the flux integrated

over 4JI radians and the distance from the source expressed in terms of

r. For most rocks, the ratio L,/L varies from between 0 and 1, so that
a s

the zone that is relatively insensitive to porosity changes, (i.e. the
1 crossover zone'), is situated at about 1.5 r/M from the source, accord-

ing to simplified diffusion theory. This value for the location of the

crossover zone is, of course, only approximate and can only be used as a

guide to the probe design.

Bo

Neutron probe characteristics

• A 1
Desired ranges ot operation

. C -.- B -i j lor mineral assoying-A.B.C.

FIGURE 3

SENSITIVITY OF PROBE TO ROCK MOISTURE
AS A FUNCTION OF SOURCE DETECTOR SPACING.

S SOURCE TO DETECTOR SPACING
(arbitary units)

With this information, the behaviour of probe response can be

predicted semi-quantitatively against porosity changes. Figure 4 shows

this schematically for long, short, and intermediate spaced source-

detector configurations. The short spaced configuration (< 15 cm for

most rocks) is very sensitive to the presence of neutron absorbers as
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well as to rock moisture. Spacings of between 15 and 30 cm commonly

give probes which are relatively insensitive to moisture changes,

depending on the type of rock. Porosity changes are thus best monitored

with source-detector spacings exceeding 40 cm.

FIGUBE 4

SENSITIVITY OF NECTRON PROBE WITH
VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS OF SOURCE DETECTOR
SPACING VERSUS POROSITY (OR TOTAL CONTAINED

MOISTURE IN A ROCK).

One other set of facts, that can be understood in terms of the

migration lengths, is that the flux-distance relationship varies most

rapidly in absolute distance terms for epithermal neutrons and most

gradually for capture y-rays. This is because epithermal neutrons have

the shortest migration length, and capture y-rays have the longest

migration length in the same rock.

2.2 Borehole Effects on Neutron Logging

The actual condition of the borehole will have a marked effect on

the response of neutron logging probes unless special allowances are

made in either the design or the operation ~* the probes. The various

conditions causing interference in neutron logging measurements are

listed below:

(a) whether the hole is cased, e.g. by an iron pipe for structural

support, or whether it has been left uncased;

(b) the amount of mud left in the hole after drilling;

(c) the thickness of hard mudcake on the walls of the hole; and

(d) the addition of cement to anchor the casing inside the hole.

Several of the porosity logging methods are designed to overcome

the difficulties due to the mud and casing. However, the neutron logging

methods of determining the chemical concentrations in ores by n-y.;-, n-y,

or n-act methods should be carried out in uncased or so-called 'open'

holes.



The main problem with open holes, and also to some extent with

cased ones, is that borehole diameter variations occur down the hole,

and these will seriously alter the response of probes under most con-

ditions of operation [Caldwell 1968, Allen & Tittle 1964]. Several

aspects of this behaviour are generally evident:

(i) The variation of probe responses to borehole diameter changes

is greater in rocks having low water content than those of

high water content, as shown in figure 5.

lii) The borehole diameter effects on probe response arc greater in

water filled holes than dry ones (figure 6).

(iii) The effect of a short source-detector spacing is to reduce the

commonly observed trend in which count rate diminishes with

increasing borehole diameter, as is evident in figure 7.

There are two effective ways of compensating for borehole diameter

variations. One method entails a calibration of probe response against

known borehole diameter. For this, holes may be drilled into large ore

or rock samples before beginning field operations in a similar lithology.

The other approach is to use dual spaced detectors in a way that compen-

sates for the variations of borehole diameter.

2.3 The Various Neutron Probe Techniques

Although neutron scattering is the greatest single factor affecting

the response of neutron probes, the rate of neutron capture in the rock

effectively provides a scaling factor for the response. As a result,

single n-*1^ and n-y probes are ineffective for quantitative porosity

logging in rocks where there are significant variations of strongly

neutron absorbing constituent elements.

2.3.1 The sidewall neutron epithermal probe

The problems of neutron absorption are greatly reduced by using n-

n . probes, particularly with neutron absorbing elements of low atomic

weight. For instance, a change of 10 jjg g"1 of boron will induce a 2

per cent change in the response of an n-n.. probe, while producing a

negligible change in that of a n-n . probe. Nevertheless, varying

borehole diameter affects the response of this probe, as it affects all

neutron probes, particularly where the drill hole is filled with water.

The sidewall mechanism is designed to minimise the problem. It

features a 'back-up shoe' that presses the probe against the wall of the

borehole allowing it to skid along the face of the wall. Although by

using this probe the diameter variation effect is reduced by a factor of
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE RESPONSES OF VARIOUS
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between 2 and 4 relative to conventional tools, the effect nevertheless

remains significant and requires systematic correction by using the

signal from the movement of the back-up shoe acting as a caliper.

The SNP has other disadvantageous features. The epithermal neutron

detectors are far less efficient in detecting neutrons than thermal

neutron detectors. The relative efficiency factor lies between 1/10 and

1/100, depending on the gas filling pressure of the epithermal neutron

detector. The detection efficiency can be enhanced to some extent by

surrounding the 3He-Kr counter with a polythene sleeve to moderate the

epithermal neutrons penetrating the outer sleeve of cadmium. The cad-

mium sleeves provide shielding against thermal neutrons.

Other corrections required for the SNP data are the variations of

residual hard mudcake thickness, mud in the hole, and changes in lith-

ology as indicated by density logs.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Operational characteristics of the SNP

It is specifically designed for mechanical operation in open

holes.

Source-detector separation is typically 40 cm.

Speed of logging is approximately 10 m min~ 1.

The time constant setting of the recording ratemeter corres-

ponding to this probe velocity is about 2 seconds.

The porosity response, R, is of the form:

A - B*log n

where A and B are constants, and <j> is the observed porosity.

2.3.2 The compensated neutron logging probe

The dual spaced CNL probe is the most effective but also the most

complex of the neutron porosity probes. It effectively eliminates from

its response the borehole effects due to the casing, the diameter and

the mud thickness. The measurement uses the ratio of the individual

responses RI and R2 of two thermal neutron detectors used in the probe.

These detectors are respectively located at lj = 60 cm and 12 = 90 cm

relative to the source. The long spacings are necessary to eliminate

neutron absorption effects from the ratio given by:

where L_, the slowing down length which is primarily determined by

hydrogen in the rock and borehole, is the only neutron transport para-

meter left in the expression. The porosity is obtained from the re-

lationship:
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log ) = C - D«R2/Ri

where C and D are constants.

One problem remains common to all neutron porosity logs. They do

not provide any way of discriminating between hydrogen as water which is

contained physically within the pores of the rock and that which is

chemically bound as part of the rock's constituent minerals. Of course,

the difficulty is that the neutron porosity measurements are based on

the assumption that variations of the hydrogen concentration reflect

changes in porosity.

As examples, the minerals gypsum and geothite, which are commonly

found, respectively, in oil bearing rocks and iron ore, contain apprec-

iable concentrations of chemically bound water. In the case of gypsum,

the relationship between measured porosity, <J> , and actual porosity, ((»,n
is given by:

n + (1 - *) (0.49 G)

where G is the chemical concentration of gypsum expressed as a fraction.

3. LITHOLOGICAL DETERMINATIONS BASED ON MACROSCOPIC CROSS-SECTION

MEASUREMENTS

The purpose of this type of logging is to differentiate between

different geological strata or zones on the basis of changes in the

total macroscopic neutron absorption cross section. Measurements of

this kind are useful where it is necessary to differentiate between oil-

and water-bearing zones, or between disseminated ore zones and host

rock. The basis for differentiating between the various zones is a

monitoring of changes in the macroscopic cross section for a relevant

neutron reaction occurring in the rock matrix as a whole.

One simple, but fairly crude approach to the problem is to assume

constant porosity in the rock matrix, and then to design the source- .

detector configuration of the probe so that varying water content has

minimal effect. A better method uses two sources in the probe which

have different outputs and spacings from the single detector. These

parameters are matched in such a way that the increasing sensitivity of

a short spaced probe to either increasing porosity or rock-moisture, is

balanced by its decreasing sensitivity to increased water content, for

probes with large source-detector spacing.

Typically, the short spacings are between 5 and 10 cm, and the long

spacings are between 30 and 45 cm for sources having their neutron
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emission rates in a ratio of between 5 and 10, where the more powerful

source is located furthest from the detector. Owing to the approximate

nature of the theory, the probe configuration requires a final empirical

adjustment to realise minimal dependence of the response to slowing-down

length for the particular range of lithologies considered.

In the case of changing grade of ore, the relationship between

probe response and grade is illustrated in figure 8. The only part of

the relationship which closely approximates to linear is in the range of

relatively low grades of ore.

z
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FIGURE 8

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRADE OF ORE (OR
CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION OF AN ELEMENT) AND
THE RESPONSE OF A NEUTRON PROBE, i.e. AS

DETERMINED BY THE RATIO OF MACROSCOPIC REACTION
CROSS SECTIONS OF THE ANALYTE (SUBSCRIPT E) AND

AND THE ROCK MATRIX (SUBSCRIPT M).

A method of determining the macroscopic cross section in rock which

is more precise, but which also requires more elaborate and expensive

equipment uses a neutron generator operated in pulsed mode.

Pulsed neutron techniques [Hilchie et al-. 1968] are ideal for

measurement of. the absorptive characteristics of the formation in fluid

filled holes. The parameter of measurement is the lifetime of thermal

neutrons which corresponds to the time interval At3 of figure 9. The

measurement can be used to achieve differentiation between salt water-

and oil-bearing zones in petroleum exploration, or it may show where

highly absorptive imp--,cities, such as boron and rare earths, occur in

rock materials.

The principle of the measurement is that the total number of neu-

trons existing in the matrix at some time t after the occurrence of an
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impulse burst of N neutrons, is given by:

. Commas from inelastic scattering

FIGURE 9

DIE-AWAY DISTRIBUTIONS IN A ROCK AFTER
THE EMISSION OF A BRIEF BURST (̂  5 ys) OF

FAST NEUTRONS

TIME

N exp (-t/T)

where the neutron lifetime T (vnsr is the neutron velocity, and

I is the macroscopic removal cross section of neutrons. In the infinite

homogeneous medium, such determinations would be completely independent

of spatial considerations. But spatial considerations have modifying

effects in the borehole situation, particularly with thermal neutrons,

the fluid in the borehole and the casing material normally produce a

shorter lifetime than the rock; therefore these materials and not the

rock dominate the initial decay of the neutron population sensed by the

detector.

The measurement is made by opening two equally wide time gates at

two different times tj and t2 after the neutron burst. If the recorded

count rates are Rj , and R2 ,

'Rock - £n(R2/Ri)/(t2 -

where £ , is the apparent macroscopic cross section of the formation
x\OCJC

and v is the mean neutron velocity, 2200 m s"1.

Several points should be noted:

(i) Erroneous measurements of the formation cross section result

if the first gate is opened too early, so borehole and casing

absorption effects are still significant.

(ii) There is a spatial effect due to a neutron diffusion gradient.

If the detector is too close to the source, more neutrons

diffuse away from the detector than towards it. This has the

effect of reducing the lifetime. But with the detector far
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from the source the effect is reversed. Typically, results

may be erroneous by as much as 20 per cent. These errors can

be minimised by adding a correction term dependent on the

slowing down length, diffusion coefficient, and source-to-

detector spacing.

(iii) The choice of detector is important, y-ray detectors being

preferred. Neutron detectors give measurements that are

sensitive to the rock only 5 to 8 cm from the hole and are

' therefore greatly influenced by both the borehole fluid and

casing, particularly if the diameter is large. But y-ray

detectors may sample a volume of up to 1 m in diameter. As a

result, neutron detectors are sensitive to probe-eccentricity

in the hole whereas y-ray detectors are not. The latter can

be made sensitive only to the y-rays of t*16 formation by

cladding the detector with boron to absorb thermal neutrons.

The 487 keV energy line emitted in the B(n,ot) reaction must be

biased off.

4. MEASUREMENT OF CONCENTRATIONS OF CHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS OF ROCKS AND

ORES

The principles underlying lithological logging with one or two

isotopic sources of neutrons are of course applicable to the deter-

mination of chemical concentrations of individual constituent elements

in rocks and ores. Lithological logging, as previously considered,

required only detection of radiation without any energy selectivity. A

simple neutron detector or an Nal(Tl) scintillation detector operated

only with a discriminator, to provide a way of blocking electronic

noise, and a sealer are suitable for this purpose.

Apart from a requirement for energy selectivity, borehole logging

to determine chemical concentrations is essentially the same as lith-

ology logging. Energy selectivity is most simply obtained by using a

probe fitted with a spectrometric y-ray detector, and a means of a

nalysing either part or all of the voltage pulse height distribution

output by the detector. The spectral peaks of the pulse height distri-

bution correspond to the y-ray energies characterising the elemental

constituents of the rocks. The continuum on which the peaks sit, rep-

resents the sum of individual spectral Compton continua associated with

peaks having higher energies than the continuum. A typical spectrum

output from a n-y probe is shown in figure 10. The continuum evidently
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consists of homogeneous information about the elemental composition of

the material, and is basically noise.

I

200

4 6

MeV

FIGURE 10

10

SPECTRUM OF CAPTURE GAMMA RADIATION OF
COAL USING AN ACCELERATOR SOURCE OF NEUTRONS

An energy window placed about a peak in the spectrum thus contains

a mixture of discrete information (the peak proper) and the noise from

the continuum. Any method which is accurately energy-selective aims to

separate the peaks from the continuum. There are many ways of effecting

this but the simplest include approximate fitting of a Gaussian func-

tion, estimation of total peak area by carefully defining the peak

boundaries, and the use of filter function [Op De Beek 1975, Eisler

1976, pp. 158-176].

The rate, R, of detecting gamma-rays in a probe equipped with a

source of neutrons can be expressed conceptually as the sum of two

terms:

R = X + Y

where X is the contribution to the detected radiation by the rock form-

ation and Y is the component generated from within the borehole. As the

source-detector separation increases, Y becomes smaller relative to X,

assuming a constant thickness for the sheath of borehole fluid surr-

ounding the probe. Also, the ratio of Y/X changes commensurately with

changes in thickness of the fluid sheath.

Of course, Y = 0 in dry boreholes, but in water-filled holes of

large diameter, the borehole component, Y, might greatly exceed the

formation component very close to the source. For example, in a 30 cm

diameter hole, X and Y only reach comparable magnitudes 35 cm from the

source.
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The formation component X is also partly affected by the borehole

fluid, because the y-rays are transmitted through the fluid for detec-

tion. Apart from the low energy photon-radiation, the great majority of

y-rays are hardly affected by the borehole diameter variations that are

normally encountered.

To optimise source-detector configurations for particular cond-

itions, one other concept is helpful. Each of the components X and

Y consists of a term containing the ratio il_/l , where Z_ is the macro-is n E
scopic cross section of the assayed chemical element, £.. is the total

M
neutron cross section of the kind of reactions being considered, e.g.

thermal neutron capture, resonance neutron capture and inelastic scatt-

ering, and i represents the relative intensity of the emission y-ray

characterising the chosen element.

However, the macroscopic cross sections E and Z are different in
E* M

the borehole and in the rock at each stratigraphic level. For instance,

if the element required for chemical analysis is in the rock but not in

the borehole fluid, 2_/Z,. = 0 within the borehole and consequently Y =
E M

0. The case of logging for nickel in an orebody provides a practical

example. -Provided that the nickel concentration within the borehole

fluid (and mud) is negligible, the direct contribution from the borehole

fluid to the counts in the selected y-ray peak due to neutron-nickel

interactions will be negligible. However, if the hydrogen content of

the formation is being logged, as in oil or coal occurrences, the hy-

drogen of the borehole fluid will interfere directly.

As noted earlier, any water in the borehole, and hence any vari-

ation in borehole diameter will affect the neutron flux. Because the

neutron flux is an important factor in both the components X and Y, the

presence of borehole fluid in conjunction with borehole diameter vari-

ations affects the reliability of grade or chemical concentration pre-

dictions based on the y-ray count rate alone.

4.1 Case Studies

In nickel logging trials, using the radiative capture (n,y) re-

action with the characterising emission y-ray line at 9 MeV, the ore-

body was located below the water table. The fit of y-ray counts against

predicted grade was poor. However, when the counts were normalised

according to the measured thermal neutron flux, a good fit to the

regression line was obtained, as shown in figure 11. The capture y-ray

spectra from this borehole logging problem are complex because the iron

concentration varies independently of the nickel. The problem was
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solved by obtaining calibration response gamma-ray spectra for pure bulk

iron and nickel samples, and then applying a spectral-estimation tech-

nique sometimes referred to as 'the method of mixed channels' [Eisler

1976, De Soete et al. 1972].

FIGURE ID.

RESULT OP FITTING BY REGRESSION THE
CHEMICAL ASSAYS FOR NICKEL IN SAMPLES FROM
CONTIGUOUS BOREHOLE INCREMENTS AND THE
CORRESPONDING RESPONSES OF THE PROBE

A different facet of a similar logging problem is that of esti-

mating iron ore grades in an open-cut mining situation for grade control

purposes [Eisler et al. 1977]. By contrast with the nickel mineralis-

ation, where the grades of the analyte ranged between 0 and 8 per cent,

the grades of iron in the mineralisation of the Pilbara region of Western

Australia are always high in the mine, ranging from 25 to 69% Fe, with a

.mean of about 62% Fe. one other salient difference between the two

mineralisations was that the logging in the Pilbara was carried out in

dry boreholes above the water table.

These two factors combined to reduce the sensitivity of the y-ray

count rate to changes of iron ore grade, but increased the relative

importance of the moderating properties of the ore-rock matrix. . The

moderating power of the matrix was related in this instance to how much

concentration of host rock was present as contamination in the ore. In

this case, the host rock was a shale, so that the water content was

relatively high (- 12% H20). The ratio of the epithermal to thermal

neutron count rates was therefore an important term for the model used

in the regression analysis of data. In a quasi-operational situation,

where five blast holes were at first chemically analysed for Fe grade,

in small increments of borehole length, the logging trial established

that the mean grade of 61% Fe could be predicted in a new, similar size

blast hole, with a precision of approximately a = 0.4% Fe. The results
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of the regression analysis, which used about 100 independent data points

are shown in figure 12.
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FIGURE 12

COMPARISON OF IRON GRADE PREDICTION WITH
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR NEUTRON-GAMMA PROBE. •
Nominal blast hole diameter 31 cm; logging
interval 1.22 m; 2o for mean grade of single

hole ± 0.7% Fe at 61% Fe level.

Techniques similar to those described above, have been used success-

fully by other researchers and geophysical consultants for nickel,

porphyry copper, and coal deposits [Nargowalla et al. 1977].

Logging rates for the CSIRO trials were 1.5 m rain"1 for the nickel

mineralisation and approximately 0.7 m min"1 for the iron ore. The

reasons for the slow logging rates were a combination of factors. The

sources used were only of moderate strength (107 neutrons s""1), the

detectors were small (50 x 50 mm), and the best counting statistics

possible were reguired for predicting grades of small depth increments

along the hole (<* 0.5 m). It is self evident that scaling up of the

probe parameters would be essential for a field logging operation to

enable faster rates of analysis.

Neutron activation analysis (NAA) is also usefully applied to

borehole logging when the reactions of neutrons with the analytes pro-

duce short-lived radioisotopes (half-life < 10 min). A practical example

is the application of the method to the borehole logging for the alumina

content of shales associated with iron ore deposits in Western Australia

[Eisler et al. 1979]. The method is based on measuring the 1.78 MeV y-

rays emitted by 28A1 (half-life =2.3 min.) formed via the reaction 27Al

(n,Y) 28A1.
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As with logging techniques that depend directly on measuring the

prompt capture y-rays, (e.g. the logging for Ni and Fe), neutron acti-

vation logging can be either stationary at each of a number of pre-

selected points in a borehole, or by scanning. In the latter mode, the

probe accumulates daui periodically outputs data while moving continuously

in the borehole [Eisler & Huppert 1979]. However, these two logging

modes are more complex for activation logging than for neutron capture

logging.

For fixed point logging, activation at first requires irradiation

of the material surrounding the borehole for a predetermined period

(between one and three half-lives). The probe is then rapidly lowered

by an amount equivalent to the source-detector spacing, enabling y-ray

counting for a specified period. •

In scan logging, the parameters of source-detector spacing and

probe velocity optimised for maximum count rate, are interrelated and

are governed by the half-life of the induced radioisotope. A simplified

expression for the optimum velocity [Eisler 1976, p. 175] is

V . = 0.693 d/T,opt h

where d and T, are respectively the source-detector spacing and the

half-life.

In this context, it is important that sufficient shielding be

provided by both the metallic shielding pieces and the source-detector

separation, to remove all significant interference from competing prompt

reactions [neutron inelastic and (n, y) ].

The experience of researchers at CSIRO was that the best precision

(standard deviation = 0.25 % alumina) of determining the mean alumina

concentration in a drill hole (5% alumina), was obtained for a probe

with a 1.9 m source-detector spacing, incorporating 20 cm of lead shield-

ing, and operating at a logging rate of approximately 0.4 m min"1. The

regression analysis from 23 independent data points is shown in figure

13.

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

Neutron logging in boreholes encompasses a great variety of tech-

niques that have varying relevance to different sections of the mineral

industry. Two main groups of techniques are well developed both tech-

nically and commercially. They are the methods of porosity and lithology

logging. The applications of these two logging methods are more relevant,
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FIGURE 13

COMPARISON OP ALUMINA GRADE PREDICTION WITH
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR NEUTRON-GAMMA RAY PROBE,

ACTIVATION VERSION.
Nominal drill hole bore, 13 cm; logging interval

1.22 m; 2o for mean grade of single hole
at 5% A1203 level.

however, to the oil industry than the mining industry.

The applications of neutron logging to the mining industry are

still in their infancy. Nevertheless, borehole logging services enabling

good semi-quantitative analysis of chemical or mineral constituents in

ores are increasingly being offered by geophysical consultants. More-

over, the technology used for the design and fabrication c : neutron

logging is continuously undergoing improvement.
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